
 

 
 
There is no bigger family in the universe than the one the Doctor created.  
 
This is a charity anthology to celebrate the characters and relationships we’ve come to love 
during the show’s 56 year run. From the First Doctor and his treasured Susan, to the Doctor 
being a father figure to Ace, to Sarah Jane tinkering around Bannerman Road with Luke and 
Sky, they’re all so important to us. For A Hand to Hold, we’re looking for stories with heart, and 
family at its center, even if it’s the family the Doctor has given us along the way. 
 
Proceeds from the anthology will go to Mount Edgecumbe Hospice in Cornwall, where my 
mother was recently a patient. Their outstanding work is funded only in part by the government 
and would be great to raise some more money to keep the hospice running smoothly.  
 

The Guidelines 
 
Please send a synopsis and a sample of your writing. The synopsis only needs to be about 500 
words long (about the length of a page). Please include the beginning, middle, and end of your 
story! I’d like to see a sample of your writing, too! If you have a story you finished in the past, 
please feel free to send that as your writing sample. If you don’t, then the first 500-1,000 words 
of your prospective story would be perfect. (500 words may not be possible for very short 
stories, but please do summarize your entire story - and let me know if you’re doing flash 
fiction.) 
 



 

You’re welcome to explore anything from the coziest fluff to wild adventures. But please keep in 
mind that I would prefer emotional stories showing the connection between a 
parent/grandparent/adopted-adult and their child/grandchild/adopted-child. You can reach that 
through fluff, or through adventures, but keep in mind that the soul of these stories is in that 
relationship. Whether its fluff or adventure, please think about giving your story structure with a 
strong beginning, middle, and end. 
 
Stories do not necessarily have to involve the Doctor. There’s a wide universe out there, and so 
many characters to meet. But please keep in mind this is a charity anthology centered on the 
series Doctor Who, if you choose to go that route. For example, a story about Ian and Barbara 
and their son Johnny would be quite at home here, but I’m less sure about a story which features 
new characters who once met the Doctor.  
 
Here are some concepts that I’d especially love to include. While I'm not opposed to doubles - or 
pitches outside these prompts! - I would like to cover as many of these as possible!  
 

● The First Doctor with Susan [Claimed] 
● The First Doctor (and possibly Ian and Barbara) with Vicki [Claimed] 
● Victoria with her father, Dr. Waterfield [Claimed] 
● Jo Jones and her large family of children and grandchildren (Santiago, especially) 
● Sarah Jane and the Bannerman Road kids [Claimed] 
● The Fifth Doctor with his young companions (Nyssa in particular) 
● Evelyn Smythe and Sofia navigating their thawing, but still difficult, relationship 

(possibly including Justice as well) 
● The Seventh Doctor and Ace [Claimed] 
● The Eight Doctor interacting with past or future companions. 
● Jackie Tyler and  Rose (possibly raising Rose) 
● Mickey and his Nan 
● Martha and her family after the Year That Never Was  
● Donna and Wilf adventures (possibly while Donna is young) [Claimed] 
● The Doctor and Jenny 
● The Tylers living in the Parallel World 
● River, Amy and Rory stories / Rory & Brian  
● Clara and her family 
● Bill and her Mum.  

 
Word Count: 500-10,000 words.  
I would prefer to see stories around 5,000 words long! 
 
Content: Please keep your content to roughly the level of the televised series, and preferably to 
the era of the series you’re portraying. 
 
Email your pitch in a word document with the title ‘A Hand To Hold’ Submission and your name to 
ahandtoholdfanzine@gmail.com 


